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Transform the way work gets done
Is your Collaborative Fabric™ strong enough to drive the results you want?
Effective, efficient collaboration is a key differentiator for modern
organizations, particularly as we navigate a rapidly changing landscape
and shifting beliefs about the way we work.
Stop Meeting Like This partners with forward-looking leaders to design
how work gets done. When collaboration practices are intelligent,
energizing, and right-sized, companies can unleash diverse perspectives
and produce extraordinary outcomes—both for the business and the
individuals on the team.

Designing a better approach
We partner with you to uncover how your daily collaborative practices
drive your current culture and outcomes. Then we help you design and
implement a better model that reflects your values and enables you to
produce exceptional results.

1 REVEAL core beliefs and dynamics
Through a focused diagnostic, you’ll gain deep insight into the invisible
dynamics that underpin your organization’s Collaborative Fabric.

2 REIMAGINE what’s possible
Using the knowledge we’ve gained, we work side-by-side with you to
design a strategy that delivers quick wins and long-term transformation.

3 REALIZE sustainable change
As you transform your culture and ways of working, we help you expand
capabilities at the team and organizational level.

Every organization’s
needs are different, but
in order to adopt new
beliefs and behaviors,
capability development
is typically needed in
these areas:
• Senior-level leadership
• Decision-making
• Innovation
• Prioritization
• Work practices
• Virtual collaboration

What is your Collaborative Fabric?
Your Collaborative Fabric reveals the nature of how individuals within your organization
come together to get work done.

Leader Signals
The daily, minute-by-minute cues that leaders send about how team members
should behave in order to belong and succeed.

Team Health
The ability of a group of individuals to overcome challenges, trust one another, and
continuously expand their collective potential.

Operating Model
The specific way a system is designed to run including information flows,
governance bodies, and decision-making practices.

Work Practices
The expected and habitual ways in which team members work day-to-day,
including meetings, email, and supporting technologies.
With intention and design, organizations can strengthen the fabric by making more
conscious choices about how to weave the threads together.

What our partners are saying
“What’s unique about Stop Meeting Like This is they focus on making us better at our
day-to-day work rather than making it all about themselves and their process.”
– Vice President, Medical Affairs at a global pharmaceutical company
“You really walk the talk. There’s no one who is easier or better to collaborate with in this
new environment of work.”
– Dr. CK Bray, frequent partner and thought leader in cognitive behavioral research
“Stop Meeting Like This brings content, wisdom, and empathy, but also structure and
organizational capabilities—this is a tremendous asset.”
– Vice President at a Fortune 100 biopharmaceutical company

Ready to transform?
We believe work should be something to look forward to. We put our best practices
into action every day—in our work with one another and with our clients. With our
diverse network of thought leaders, we have the breadth and depth to bring the right
combination of expertise to your situation.
We operate on a partnership model—meaning that we’re not consultants that come in,
give you a plan, and leave—we’re with you for the long haul to put learnings into action
and celebrate your successes.

Let’s get started
Learn more at Stopmeetinglikethis.com

